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BEGONIA AMBASSADOR MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 20cm - 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Rich green-leaved series for early production featuring large flowers on compact plants
Compact habit, very high uniformity (matches Senator) and a tight flowering window makes for an
extremely dependable product
Excellent performance in mass plantings in outdoor beds

view product page

BEGONIA AMBASSADOR PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 20cm - 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Rich green-leaved series for early production featuring large flowers on compact plants
Compact habit, very high uniformity (matches Senator) and a tight flowering window makes for an
extremely dependable product
Excellent performance in mass plantings in outdoor beds

view product page

BEGONIA AMBASSADOR ROSE
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 20cm - 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Rich green-leaved series for early production featuring large flowers on compact plants
Compact habit, very high uniformity (matches Senator) and a tight flowering window makes for an
extremely dependable product
Excellent performance in mass plantings in outdoor beds

view product page

BEGONIA AMBASSADOR SCARLET
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 20cm - 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Rich green-leaved series for early production featuring large flowers on compact plants
Compact habit, very high uniformity (matches Senator) and a tight flowering window makes for an
extremely dependable product
Excellent performance in mass plantings in outdoor beds

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-ambassador-mix/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Ambassador+Mix
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-ambassador-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Ambassador+Pink
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-ambassador-rose/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Ambassador+Rose
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-ambassador-scarlet/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Ambassador+Scarlet
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BEGONIA AMBASSADOR WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 20cm - 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Rich green-leaved series for early production featuring large flowers on compact plants
Compact habit, very high uniformity (matches Senator) and a tight flowering window makes for an
extremely dependable product
Excellent performance in mass plantings in outdoor beds

view product page

BEGONIA BABYWING BICOLOUR
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Daylength neutral, so the first interspecific begonia to market
Upright, mounded plants have a controlled habit that stand up to shipping
Extremely heat tolerant and handles stressful conditions well
Season-long performance in landscapes and containers

view product page

BEGONIA BABYWING PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Daylength neutral, so the first interspecific begonia to market
Upright, mounded plants have a controlled habit that stand up to shipping
Extremely heat tolerant and handles stressful conditions well
Season-long performance in landscapes and containers

view product page

BEGONIA BABYWING RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Daylength neutral, so the first interspecific begonia to market
Upright, mounded plants have a controlled habit that stand up to shipping
Extremely heat tolerant and handles stressful conditions well
Season-long performance in landscapes and containers

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-ambassador-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Ambassador+White
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-babywing-bicolour/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Babywing+Bicolour
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-babywing-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Babywing+Pink
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-babywing-red/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Babywing+Red
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BEGONIA BABYWING WHITE BRONZE LEAF
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Daylength neutral, so the first interspecific begonia to market
Upright, mounded plants have a controlled habit that stand up to shipping
Extremely heat tolerant and handles stressful conditions well
Season-long performance in landscapes and containers

view product page

BEGONIA BABYWING WHITE GREEN LEAF
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Daylength neutral, so the first interspecific begonia to market
Upright, mounded plants have a controlled habit that stand up to shipping
Extremely heat tolerant and handles stressful conditions well
Season-long performance in landscapes and containers

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED CHERRY
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7230

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED LAVENDER
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-6783

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-babywing-white-bronze-leaf/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Babywing+White+Bronze+Leaf
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-babywing-white-green-leaf/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Babywing+White+Green+Leaf
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-cherry/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Cherry
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-lavender/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Lavender
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BEGONIA BEWITCHED NIGHT OWL
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7654

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED PINK
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-6782

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED RED BLACK
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-6781

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED SILVER
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7655 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7597

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-night-owl/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Night+Owl
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Pink
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-red-black/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Red+Black
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-silver/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Silver
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BEGONIA BEWITCHED WHITE
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-6779

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BEWITCHED WINTERGREEN
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-6780

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: 30cm - 50cm
Spacing:
Width: 45cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A rex-type begonia with striking foliage colours
Interesting cut leaf shape with deep veins
Strong performance in 150-300mm indoor or patio pot lines
High vigour and quick crops times compared to all other _Begonia rex_ lines

view product page

BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Spreading
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 50cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large blooms and nonstop flowering makes Bossa Nova a great choice for any climate
Well-branched plants have brilliant blooms covering the plant from late spring
Stunning in a large container or hanging basket, either singly or as part of a combo
Thrives in warm situations, even where other begonias have failed

view product page

BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA ORANGE
Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Spreading
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 50cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large blooms and nonstop flowering makes Bossa Nova a great choice for any climate
Well-branched plants have brilliant blooms covering the plant from late spring
Stunning in a large container or hanging basket, either singly or as part of a combo
Thrives in warm situations, even where other begonias have failed

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+White
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bewitched-wintergreen/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bewitched+Wintergreen
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bossa-nova-mix/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bossa+Nova+Mix
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bossa-nova-orange/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bossa+Nova+Orange
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BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA RED
Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Spreading
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 50cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large blooms and nonstop flowering makes Bossa Nova a great choice for any climate
Well-branched plants have brilliant blooms covering the plant from late spring
Stunning in a large container or hanging basket, either singly or as part of a combo
Thrives in warm situations, even where other begonias have failed

view product page

BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA ROSE
Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Spreading
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 50cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large blooms and nonstop flowering makes Bossa Nova a great choice for any climate
Well-branched plants have brilliant blooms covering the plant from late spring
Stunning in a large container or hanging basket, either singly or as part of a combo
Thrives in warm situations, even where other begonias have failed

view product page

BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Spreading
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 50cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large blooms and nonstop flowering makes Bossa Nova a great choice for any climate
Well-branched plants have brilliant blooms covering the plant from late spring
Stunning in a large container or hanging basket, either singly or as part of a combo
Thrives in warm situations, even where other begonias have failed

view product page

BEGONIA DRAGON WING PINK
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-1076 | Simply Beautiful: 51-3011

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically different look
Arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers and commercial
landscaping plantings
Easy to grow from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching, vigour and flower
power
Features best-in-class “bullet-proof” performance, fast fill-in and an easy-care nature

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bossa-nova-red/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bossa+Nova+Red
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bossa-nova-rose/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bossa+Nova+Rose
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-bossa-nova-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Bossa+Nova+White
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-dragon-wing-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Dragon+Wing+Pink
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BEGONIA DRAGON WING PINK BRONZE LEAF
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-8667 | Simply Beautiful: 51-8669

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically different look
Arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers and commercial
landscaping plantings
Easy to grow from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching, vigour and flower
power
Features best-in-class “bullet-proof” performance, fast fill-in and an easy-care nature

view product page

BEGONIA DRAGON WING RED
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-1077 | Simply Beautiful: 51-3012

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically different look
Arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers and commercial
landscaping plantings
Easy to grow from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching, vigour and flower
power
Features best-in-class “bullet-proof” performance, fast fill-in and an easy-care nature

view product page

BEGONIA DRAGON WING RED BRONZE LEAF
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-8668 | Simply Beautiful: 51-8670

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically different look
Arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers and commercial
landscaping plantings
Easy to grow from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching, vigour and flower
power
Features best-in-class “bullet-proof” performance, fast fill-in and an easy-care nature

view product page

BEGONIA DRAGON WING WHITE
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7849 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7850

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically different look
Arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers and commercial
landscaping plantings
Easy to grow from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching, vigour and flower
power
Features best-in-class “bullet-proof” performance, fast fill-in and an easy-care nature

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-dragon-wing-pink-bronze-leaf/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Dragon+Wing+Pink+Bronze+Leaf
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-dragon-wing-red/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Dragon+Wing+Red
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-dragon-wing-red-bronze-leaf/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Dragon+Wing+Red+Bronze+Leaf
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-dragon-wing-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Dragon+Wing+White
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BEGONIA EDINBURGH
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7266

Scientific Name: Begonia brevirimosa
Habits: Mounded
Height: Variable
Spacing: Variable
Width: Variable
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A bushy fibrous begonia with large dark green leaves liberally streaked with metallic rose pink
Pink flowers in the warmer months
Perfect houseplant in pots or terrariums
Prefers humid and warm conditions with bright indirect light to shade

view product page

BEGONIA FIONA RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 20cm - 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Strong, upright semi-double flowers
Plants are self-cleaning and provide continuous color from spring until first frost
Uniform, tidy and compact habit
Exceptional container performance, also suitable for garden beds and baskets

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-edinburgh/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Edinburgh
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-fiona-red/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Fiona+Red
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BEGONIA FIONA ROSE
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 20cm - 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Strong, upright semi-double flowers
Plants are self-cleaning and provide continuous color from spring until first frost
Uniform, tidy and compact habit
Exceptional container performance, also suitable for garden beds and baskets

view product page

BEGONIA FIONA WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 20cm - 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Strong, upright semi-double flowers
Plants are self-cleaning and provide continuous color from spring until first frost
Uniform, tidy and compact habit
Exceptional container performance, also suitable for garden beds and baskets

view product page

BEGONIA GRYPHON
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-1078 | Simply Beautiful: 51-3013

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 35cm - 40cm
Spacing: 40cm - 45cm
Width: 40cm - 45cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Dramatic, yet low maintenance foliage plant
Fits into existing begonia plug culture, easier and quicker to produce than vegetative foliage types
More tolerant of stress than Rex begonias
Versatile - for outdoor container and indoor potted plant sales
Great planted solo, or as part of a mixed combo
Low-maintenance and will tolerate shade, partial shade and dry conditions

view product page

BEGONIA HULA BLUSH
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Spreading
Height: 15cm - 25cm
Spacing: 30cm - 50cm
Width: 50cm - 70cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade | Sun
Hula is a unique spreading type of begonia that is highly branched with lots of small flowers
Its trailing habit is perfect for baskets and containers
Provides an instant performance advantage for landscapers, with masses of flowers showing on top
The series is daylength neutral and it is the earliest interspecific begonia to flower, with timing similar
to BabyWing
Small flowers compared to Megawatt or Dragon Wing, but with the high number of flowers, it has
great colour impact
Hula starts to spread at an early stage, and along with early flowering, it provides growers with a high-
quality, attractive, salable plant that is covered with blooms at retail, in both hanging baskets and
smaller pot sizes

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-fiona-rose/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Fiona+Rose
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-fiona-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Fiona+White
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-gryphon/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Gryphon
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-hula-blush/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Hula+Blush
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BEGONIA HULA PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Spreading
Height: 15cm - 25cm
Spacing: 30cm - 50cm
Width: 50cm - 70cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade | Sun
Hula is a unique spreading type of begonia that is highly branched with lots of small flowers
Its trailing habit is perfect for baskets and containers
Provides an instant performance advantage for landscapers, with masses of flowers showing on top
The series is daylength neutral and it is the earliest interspecific begonia to flower, with timing similar
to BabyWing
Small flowers compared to Megawatt or Dragon Wing, but with the high number of flowers, it has
great colour impact
Hula starts to spread at an early stage, and along with early flowering, it provides growers with a high-
quality, attractive, salable plant that is covered with blooms at retail, in both hanging baskets and
smaller pot sizes

view product page

BEGONIA HULA RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Spreading
Height: 15cm - 25cm
Spacing: 30cm - 50cm
Width: 50cm - 70cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade | Sun
Hula is a unique spreading type of begonia that is highly branched with lots of small flowers
Its trailing habit is perfect for baskets and containers
Provides an instant performance advantage for landscapers, with masses of flowers showing on top
The series is daylength neutral and it is the earliest interspecific begonia to flower, with timing similar
to BabyWing
Small flowers compared to Megawatt or Dragon Wing, but with the high number of flowers, it has
great colour impact
Hula starts to spread at an early stage, and along with early flowering, it provides growers with a high-
quality, attractive, salable plant that is covered with blooms at retail, in both hanging baskets and
smaller pot sizes

view product page

BEGONIA HULA RED WHITE BICOLOUR
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Spreading
Height: 15cm - 25cm
Spacing: 30cm - 50cm
Width: 50cm - 70cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade | Sun
Hula is a unique spreading type of begonia that is highly branched with lots of small flowers
Its trailing habit is perfect for baskets and containers
Provides an instant performance advantage for landscapers, with masses of flowers showing on top
The series is daylength neutral and it is the earliest interspecific begonia to flower, with timing similar
to BabyWing
Small flowers compared to Megawatt or Dragon Wing, but with the high number of flowers, it has
great colour impact
Hula starts to spread at an early stage, and along with early flowering, it provides growers with a high-
quality, attractive, salable plant that is covered with blooms at retail, in both hanging baskets and
smaller pot sizes

view product page

BEGONIA ILLUMINATION MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing:
Width:
Exposure: Part Sun
Mid-size (5cm) double flowers spill over in a spectacular display of colour all season
True cascading habit, with shorter internodes
Spectacular display in hanging baskets and large containers

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-hula-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Hula+Pink
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BEGONIA MEGAWATT PINK BRONZE LEAF
Label Code: Maxi Pushin: 51-4703

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA MEGAWATT PINK GREEN LEAF
Label Code: --No Label Required--

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA MEGAWATT RED BRONZE LEAF
Label Code: Maxi Pushin: 51-4703

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA MEGAWATT RED GREEN LEAF
Label Code: Maxi Pushin: 51-4703

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page
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BEGONIA MEGAWATT ROSE BRONZE LEAF
Label Code: Maxi Pushin: 51-4703

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA MEGAWATT ROSE GREEN LEAF
Label Code: Maxi Pushin: 51-4703

Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA MEGAWATT WHITE GREEN LEAF
Scientific Name: Begonia x hybrida
Habits: Upright | Mounded
Height: 50cm - 70cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 40cm - 60cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Striking, non-stop flowers keep plants covered in huge colour from spring to autumn…even in heat
and drought
Sturdy flower stems hold flowers above the foliage for superior show
Perfect for landscapes, baskets, large containers and borders
One-of-a-kind varieties, ultimate garden power and offers the earliest colour to early-bird gardeners

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP JOY MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page
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BEGONIA NONSTOP JOY MOCCA WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP JOY RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP JOY YELLOW
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded
Height: 10cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page
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BEGONIA NONSTOP MOCCA MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm - 25cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP ORANGE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded
Height: 10cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded
Height: 10cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page

BEGONIA NONSTOP WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Mounded
Height: 10cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Large (10cm) free-flowering double and semi double blooms in a wide range of colours
Well-branched, compact plants with a perfect mounded and semi-trailing habit
Presents perfect upright flowers ready for retail, easy to ship
Suited to pot and basket production

view product page
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BEGONIA PICOTEE LACE PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
This tuberous begonia bears extra-large (10-20cm) blooms with light edges on darker rose coloured
petals
Good for a shady or semi shady position

view product page

BEGONIA PICOTEE LACE RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
This tuberous begonia bears extra-large (10-20cm) blooms with light edges on darker red petals
Good for a shady or semi shady position

view product page

BEGONIA PLUM PAISLEY
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7267

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: Variable
Spacing: Variable
Width: Variable
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
A bushy fibrous begonia with large olive green foliage with metallic silver, red and purple patterning
Perfect houseplant in pots or terrariums
Prefers humid and warm conditions with bright indirect light to shade

view product page

BEGONIA PRESIDENT MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 20cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Blend of the green leafed Ambassador and bronze leafed Senator series
A uniform mix with identical crop timing between all colours

view product page
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BEGONIA REX KOTOBUKI
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-2448

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: Variable
Spacing:
Width: Variable
Exposure: Part Sun
Exotic foliage plant with large heart-shaped soft leaves, vibrantly patterned in iridescent pinks and
purples
Can be grown in a bright indoors position, or outdoor shade in tropical climates
Suitable for pots, and baskets

view product page

BEGONIA REX SILVER SPLASH
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7436

Scientific Name: Begonia rex
Habits: Mounded
Height: Variable
Spacing: Variable
Width: Variable
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Exotic foliage plant with large elegant leaves vibrantly patterned in iridescent bronze, green and white
with red undersides
Can be grown in a bright indoors position, or outdoor shade in tropical climates
High humidity and well-drained soils with low EC preferred

view product page
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BEGONIA ROSEFORM PEACH
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
Very large (15-20cm), smooth-petaled flowers have an outstanding symmetrical rose form

view product page

BEGONIA ROSEFORM PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
Very large (15-20cm), smooth-petaled flowers have an outstanding symmetrical rose form

view product page

BEGONIA ROSEFORM SALMON
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
Very large (15-20cm), smooth-petaled flowers have an outstanding symmetrical rose form

view product page

BEGONIA ROSEFORM YELLOW
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
Very large (15-20cm), smooth-petaled flowers have an outstanding symmetrical rose form

view product page
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BEGONIA RUFFLED ORANGE MANDARIN
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
The largest (13-23cm) tuberous begonia blooms in world show off ruffled petal edges and a very
consistent double shape

view product page

BEGONIA RUFFLED PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
The largest (13-23cm) tuberous begonia blooms in world show off ruffled petal edges and a very
consistent double shape

view product page

BEGONIA RUFFLED SCARLET RED
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
The largest (13-23cm) tuberous begonia blooms in world show off ruffled petal edges and a very
consistent double shape

view product page

BEGONIA RUFFLED YELLOW
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Upright
Height: 35cm - 50cm
Spacing: 30cm - 40cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide a wide selection of colours, including unique bicolours, along
with some of the world’s largest blooms!
This exciting collection can be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster turnover
in the market
The largest (13-23cm) tuberous begonia blooms in world show off ruffled petal edges and a very
consistent double shape

view product page
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BEGONIA SANTA CRUZ SUNSET
Label Code: Simply Beautiful: 51-3014

Scientific Name: Begonia boliviensis
Habits: Mounded | Trailing
Height: 30cm - 40cm
Spacing:
Width:
Exposure: Part Sun
Compact, upright habit during production, fast bench runner
Outstanding weather tolerance - heat and drought tolerant
Extraordinary garden performance

view product page

BEGONIA SENATOR MIX
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 15cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Senator is the bronze leaf counterpart to the green leaf Ambassador Begonia series
Darker bronze foliage and early flowering
A proven pack performer with compact habit

view product page

BEGONIA SENATOR PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height: 15cm - 20cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun
Senator is the bronze leaf counterpart to the green leaf Ambassador Begonia series
Darker bronze foliage and early flowering
A proven pack performer with compact habit

view product page

BEGONIA SENATOR SCARLET
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height:
Spacing:
Width:
Exposure: Part Sun
Senator is the bronze leaf counterpart to the green leaf Ambassador Begonia series
Darker bronze foliage and early flowering
A proven pack performer with compact habit

view product page
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BEGONIA SENATOR WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x semperflorens-cultorum
Habits: Mounded
Height:
Spacing:
Width:
Exposure: Part Sun
Senator is the bronze leaf counterpart to the green leaf Ambassador Begonia series
Darker bronze foliage and early flowering
A proven pack performer with compact habit

view product page

BEGONIA SUN DANCER PINK
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 30cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Sun Dancer's double-flowered plants produce more blooms that are larger than other varieties, with a
bloom size of 5-15 cm
Because of its excellent branching habit, Sun Dancer fills a hanging basket quickly and cascades up
to 40cm

view product page

BEGONIA SUN DANCER SCARLET ORANGE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 30cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Sun Dancer's double-flowered plants produce more blooms that are larger than other varieties, with a
bloom size of 5-15 cm
Because of its excellent branching habit, Sun Dancer fills a hanging basket quickly and cascades up
to 40cm

view product page

BEGONIA SUN DANCER WHITE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 30cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Sun Dancer's double-flowered plants produce more blooms that are larger than other varieties, with a
bloom size of 5-15 cm
Because of its excellent branching habit, Sun Dancer fills a hanging basket quickly and cascades up
to 40cm

view product page
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Cover Me
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BEGONIA SUN DANCER WHITE PINK PICOTEE
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 30cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Sun Dancer's double-flowered plants produce more blooms that are larger than other varieties, with a
bloom size of 5-15 cm
Because of its excellent branching habit, Sun Dancer fills a hanging basket quickly and cascades up
to 40cm

view product page

BEGONIA SUN DANCER YELLOW
Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 25cm - 30cm
Spacing: 25cm - 30cm
Width: 30cm - 40cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Sun Dancer's double-flowered plants produce more blooms that are larger than other varieties, with a
bloom size of 5-15 cm
Because of its excellent branching habit, Sun Dancer fills a hanging basket quickly and cascades up
to 40cm

view product page

BEGONIA URBAN BICOLOUR APRICOT
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7656 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7598

Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 15cm - 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Outstanding large, semi-double flowers with bicolour effects
Medium compact plant habit
Strong plants stand up well to high and low temperatures, as well as wet weather
Full flowering over a long period in sun or shade
Suitable for pot and basket programs

view product page

BEGONIA URBAN BICOLOUR CREAM
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7657 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7599

Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 15cm - 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm - 30cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Outstanding large, semi-double flowers with bicolour effects
Medium compact plant habit
Strong plants stand up well to high and low temperatures, as well as wet weather
Full flowering over a long period in sun or shade
Suitable for pot and basket programs

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-sun-dancer-white-pink-picotee/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Sun+Dancer+White+Pink+Picotee
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-sun-dancer-yellow/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Sun+Dancer+Yellow
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-urban-bicolour-apricot/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Urban+Bicolour+Apricot
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-urban-bicolour-cream/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Urban+Bicolour+Cream
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Cover Me

remember to order the corresponding labels from Norwood

BEGONIA URBAN CITY PINK
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7658 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7600

Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 18cm - 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Outstanding large, double flowers to 7cm in diameter
Medium compact plant habit
Strong plants stand up well to high and low temperatures, as well as wet weather
Full flowering over a long period in sun or shade
Suitable for hanging basket programs

view product page

BEGONIA URBAN CITY RED
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7659 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7601

Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 18cm - 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Outstanding large, double flowers to 7cm in diameter
Medium compact plant habit
Strong plants stand up well to high and low temperatures, as well as wet weather
Full flowering over a long period in sun or shade
Suitable for hanging basket programs

view product page

BEGONIA URBAN SKY WHITE
Label Code: Natures Décor: 51-7660 | Simply Beautiful: 51-7602

Scientific Name: Begonia x tuberhybrida
Habits: Trailing
Height: 18cm - 20cm
Spacing:
Width: 25cm
Exposure: Part Sun | Shade
Ivory-white single to semi-double flowers with a blush of pink on the reverse side
Medium compact plant habit
Strong plants stand up well to high and low temperatures, as well as wet weather
Full flowering over a long period in sun or shade
Suitable for pot and basket programs

view product page

https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-urban-city-pink/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Urban+City+Pink
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-urban-city-red/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Urban+City+Red
https://ballaustralia.com/product/begonia-urban-sky-white/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Wishlist&utm_term=Begonia+Urban+Sky+White


FOR ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT YOUR RELEVANT SALES MANAGER

SALES TEAM
• NATIONAL SALES Manager: Anthony Collins 
Phone: 0402 155 356 / tonyc@ballaustralia.com

• SALES Manager - NSW, ACT:  Brett Harris
Phone: 0412 877 341 / bretth@ballaustralia.com

• SALES Manager - QLD, FNQ: Lindsay Jenkinson
Phone: 0412 023 851/ lindsayj@ballaustralia.com

• SALES Manager - SA, WA, NT & TAS: David Eaton
Phone: 0417 876 020 / davide@ballaustralia.com

• SALES Manager:  VIC Eastern - Chris Chirgwin
Phone: 0432 685 892 / chrisc@ballaustralia.com

• SALES Manager:  VIC Western - Stuart Abela
Phone: 0432 739 581 / stuarta@ballaustralia.com

• COLOUR LINK Co-Ordinator:  Geraldine O’Dea
Phone: (03) 9798 5355 / geraldineo@ballaustralia.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Phone: (03) 9798 5355 

Email: orders@ballaustralia.com
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